GOLD COAST CHINA – 07 55970849
SYRINGING USING A BOTTLE
Mix Texture paste powder with GCC Texture paste Oil to a very smooth
toothpaste consistency. Soft but firm – it will spread when applied if it the
consistency is too wet.
IMPORTANT: fill bottle (almost full), replace cap and store upside down. It
takes approx 4 vials of Texture Paste Powder to fill the bottle. This is
important so that the paste flows out of the tip easily.
I find it best to allow the paste to sit for an hour or so before using.
TO USE: Gently squeeze the bottle and allow the paste to gently flow from
the metal tip – practice first. When completed, insert a pin into the metal tip.
This stops any residue paste from hardening and clogging the needle. Store
upside down.
Mixed with the GCC Texture paste Oil, the paste should last at least two
months before thickening. I have had my mix sitting in the bottle for approx
12 months. It did not harden but I did have to remix it with a satay stick.
Over time the paste may separate from the oil in the bottle. As stated above,
the bottle should be kept full and stored upside down. If you get a separation,
give the mixture a good stir in the bottle with a satay stick, shake and stir
again with a satay stick.
You may need to top up the paste – Mix the oil and powder as above and fill
the bottle again. Mix very well with a satay stick to combine the 2 mixes. Put
the needle back into the metal tip and store upside down.
If paste thickens - just add a little more Text Paste Oil and stir with a satay
stick. This may take a little working of the paste but it will mix - I have had
to do this after letting the paste sit in the bottle without use for about 12
months. Fire Paste 800-810 deg.
Leave white or apply LB Gold, LB Platinum etc. Fire 700-750deg.
Mixture can be tinted with colour but TEST FIRE first as some colours do
change when mixed with the Texture Paste.

